Kacey + Kaydelee
Charles + Elijah
Alexis + Denae
Adam + D' Angelis
1 YEAR

Click here
ences throughout the city to seek community areas in the city. They offer unique experi
well as to preserve and protect the natural environment, conservation, sustainability,
The Urban Ecology Center is a nonprofit
all CDC guidelines and recommendations
BBBSMM will remain in compliance with
Milwaukee (BBBSMM) is committed to
help you get set up.

makes raising money easy. And we will
here
a Peer to Peer Fundraiser. Visit our site
also help us raise money by becoming
Would you like to bowl with your little
Brothers Big Sisters and is a lot of fun.
Bowl For Kid's Sake
is one of our

Available on Apple Podcasts,
new match every month so you
Listen and learn how BBBS is
Megan Pokrandt, Taylor Schoenike,
Hammer Alexis Holland, Samara
Green Jr., Sara Green, Carolyn
Chmielewski, Anton Ducan, Jody

The Big Advisory Group (BAG)
for our volunteers that focuses on child
support by our staff as well as training
interests and availability. All of our
children we serve and our volunteer's
programs? Each is unique to the

BBBS Programs:
A
C
rts & Culture,
ivic Engagement and
R
E
ecreation,
Education & Careers,
We provide planned activities called
spend time together engaged in
meet 2-4 times per month throughout
where children and volunteer mentors
match magic

Do You Know?
edwards efforts.
by March 18th. We look forward to
contact
these events. If interested, please
resources, and new ideas to improve
Parent Engagement Events. Our goal

The group will meet quarterly based
and want to invite you to join.
Parent Advisory

Carroll University.
collegiate partners: UWM, Marquette and
Hadfield, Les Paul and Whittier.
Waukesha County schools include:

We are currently in 11 local schools:

there is a link to a short questionnaire.
back, so at the end of this newsletter
communication. We'd love your feed
newsletter for all Bigs/Mentees and
Welcome to our new

I wanted a bigger brother
before my mom retired, and I missed her. Is it possible to have a brother when you grow up without one? Issac was matched with his mentor Big Brother Michael in January of 2021, and the
救护车 felt something was

said. Issac found exactly what he was looking
missing in his life. "I wanted a bigger brother

Twelve-year old Issac felt something was
missing in his life. "I wanted a bigger brother

for when his dad, Jesus, enrolled him in Big
Brothers Big Sisters.

said. Issac found exactly what he was looking
missing in his life. "I wanted a bigger brother

Did you know we have three distinct
BBBS Programs:

REACH is Fun with a Purpose.

For more information, please follow this

- Issac, Little Brother

and we will get you connected!

Not sure who to contact? Click here